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Planning without Acting  

•  Rationality has to do with perfect 
thinking! 

•  Turing Test, chess, blocks world 
planning, Microworlds, Machine 
Translation  

•  Soar, STRIPS planning, Expert 
Systems, Theorem proving, … 

•  Lesson #1: Thinking is hard even in 
chess!  

•  Need to act before we know the 
best action! 



Acting without Planning  
•  Can do away with thinking if we 

can learn how to act! 
•  Fast action video games, 

helicopter control, backgammon   
•  Q-Learning, Policy Gradient, TD, 

… 
•  Lesson #2: It is expensive to learn 

by trial and error 
–  Takes too long  
–  Takes too much effort/money 

•  Lesson #3: Function 
approximation / policy 
parameterization needs a lot of   
engineering to work well.  



Combining planning and acting 
•  Dyna:  

–  Actions can be real or simulated (mental). 
–  Real world actions also update models. 
–  Both update the value function. 
–  Many mental actions for each real-world 

action.  
•  Prioritized Sweeping:  

–  Use models to decide which value updates to 
do first.  

–  Update based on the most expected impact 
on the values of other states. 

•  In both cases:  
–  The goal was faster learning. 
–  Action selection is by one-step look ahead. 



Planning by Forward Search 
•  Minimax (Samuel’s checkers program): 

Look ahead for a depth of k. Select the 
action based on the value of the best leaf. 

•  TD-Leaf-Lambda: Action selection is the 
same as above. The updates are based on 
the leaf node of the principal variation in 
minimax search.  
–  V(leaf(s,d))  is adjusted towards V(leaf(s’,d)) 

•  Sparse sampling: sample a small set of 
possible outcomes for each action for a small 
horizon. Gives an approximately optimal plan 
without considering all possible outcomes.  
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Deep Look-ahead for Action 
Selection: Rollouts 

•  After each simulated action, simulate 
the current greedy policy for a long 
horizon. Select the action that looks 
best overall.  

•  Like policy iteration,  improves the 
policy value if the value function is not 
already optimal.  

•  Useful to get over the approximate 
nature of the value function.  

•  Approximate Policy Iteration: learn a 
compact representation for the rollout 
policy from examples and iterate.   
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Replanning 
•  There are fast deterministic planners available. 

–  FF uses forward search with admissible heuristics (ignore delete lists 
and estimate the best cost).  

–  SAT planners convert the planning problem into satisfiability and use 
SAT engines.  

•  FF-Replan (Yoon, Fern & Givan), is an on-line probabilistic 
planner based on determinization: 
–  Design a deterministic action for each outcome of the stochastic 

action (or most likely k outcomes)  
–  Use FF to plan using these deterministic actions 
–  Start executing the plan.  
–  If the plan deviates from its chosen outcome during execution, replan 

from that state.  
•  Chooses actions as well as outcomes!  
•  The winner of the probabilistic planning competition in 2004!  



More Robust Determinization 

•  Robust FF (Teichtiel-Konigsbuch, Infantes, 
Kuter)  

•  Determinize the domain by choosing the highest 
probability outcome for every action. 
– Use FF to plan  
– Compute the success probability of the above plan by 

Monte Carlo simulations.  
–  If the probability of success is too low, replan from the 

failure states. Repeat. 
– Second place in 2008 competition!  



Hindsight Optimization 
Rather than finding a policy that optimizes the 

expected value, find the expected value of an 
optimal hindsight policy 

•  Max π E(V(π,f)) => E(Max π (V(π,f))) 
•  From the set of next states, generate a set of 

sample futures, deterministically plan for each of 
them, and find the action that leads to the best 
expected hindsight value.  

•  Not a sound transformation in general! 
•  For goal achievement problems, finds a solution 

if there is a probability = 1 path to goal within a 
fixed horizon T. 

•  Technical assumption: “independent futures.” 
       Outcome(a,s,t) is indep. of Outcome(a’,s’,t’) 
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Full Forward Planning  

•  FSP*: Optimal forward stochastic planning  
      (Teichtiel-Konigsbuch, Infantes, Kuter)  

–  Construct a relaxed heuristic (ignore delete lists and 
estimate the best cost).  

–  Iteratively  
•  Solve the MDP for the values of states that have been 

visited using value iteration.  
•  Plan to visit a new state and add it.  

–  Until no new states are visited. (Similar to E3) 

•  Winner of the 2008 stochastic planning 
competition  

•  Determinization / hindsight can also be used to 
generate  relaxed heuristics 



Facing up to the combinatorics 

•  Planning is combinatorially hard. Need to focus 
on control learning to improve performance. 

•  RL can help. Search space → MDP 
– Planning search state → MDP state  
– Actions/refinement operators → Actions  
– Goal → Goal reward, action cost  

•  Learning track for International Planning 
Competition, 2008  
– http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/ipc-learn/ 



Speeding up hill climbing 

•  Learn where to restart a hill climbing 
search (Boyan) 

Function f we want to  
globally optimize 

A function g from restart  
points to local optima. In  
general many features are 
used.  

A low degree 
approximation 
of g 



Learning ranking functions for 
beam search (Xu, Fern, Yoon) 

•  Beam search: breadth first search, where only b 
best leaf nodes (the “beam”) are maintained as 
determined by a linear ranking function f  

•  Given a solution (s1,…sn) to a problem 
•  Initialize f arbitrarily  

– Do perceptron updates on all sj not in the beam  

•  Guaranteed to find a consistent ranking function 
if one exists. (A mistake bound result.) 

•  Good performance on a number of planning 
domains  

Mistake! 



Learning search heuristics (Yoon, 
Fern , Givan)  

•  FF-Plan uses heuristics based on relaxed plans, e.g., by 
ignoring delete lists for actions. 

•  Leads to bad searches when delete lists are important.  
Idea: From successful example plans of problems   
1.  Learn a linear value function over features of the relaxed 

plan (including its length).  
2.  Learn reactive policies from solutions. Run the policies 

from each search node, and add them to the search 
queue. (Later search will search from these nodes). 

•  Results show that learning-based approaches outperform 
state-of-the-art planners in a number of domains.  

•  This is probably the best result in speedup learning in 20 
years. 



Future Issues  
•  Models: where do they come from? 

– Learning exact models seems too hard 
•  How do we learn/plan with partial models? 
•  How else can models be used? 

– Design task hierarchies (Mehta et al . ICML 2008) 
–  Intelligent exploration (Guestrin, Patrascu, 

Schuurmans, factored RMAX) 
– Feature design / Approximation schemes  
– Designing initial value functions/shaping rewards 



Future Issues (contd) 

•  Relaxed notions of optimality and planning 
algorithms for them 

•  Richer representations including relations, 
numbers, and structures 

•  Techniques to learn and use weak models more 
aggressively  

•  Modeling at multiple levels of abstraction  
•  Exploration for efficient model learning 
•  Ways to combine learning and reasoning 
•  A theory of the tradeoffs: modeling cost, learning 

cost and planning cost 



Lessons for RL + Planning  

•  Planning researchers have developed many 
efficient algorithms for deterministic planning and 
search 

•  There are some general heuristics that can be 
used to adapt these deterministic algorithms to 
probabilistic domains with some success 

•  RL ideas can help speed up planning and 
search by learning search control knowledge 

•  Both fields need to study how to learn 
approximate / partial / incomplete / abstract 
models and how to use them for planning 


